DENVER VIBRATOR
An American Tradition

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Rules for safe gasoline powered vibrator operation:
Failure to follow these instructions may lead to serious injury or even death. This
equipment is to be operated by trained and qualified personnel only.
This equipment is for industrial use only.
Do Not operate this equipment before reading this information.













Do not work alone.
Know how to stop the engine quickly and understand how to operate all of the controls.
Check engine oil level prior to each use and add as necessary before starting engine.
Always wear personal protective clothing, safety glasses and other personal protection devices according
to the rules of the work area.
Read, understand and follow any and all brand specific information provided by the particular engine or
motor manufacturer.
Always use extreme caution when handling flammable liquids. Fumes are combustible. Always refuel only
in a well ventilated area away from sparks and open flame. Never refuel a hot or running engine. Fire or
explosion could result from fuel vapors or fuel spilled on a hot engine. Stop the engine and allow engine to
cool before re‐fueling. Do not smoke around the machine while refueling. Promptly clean up any spilled
fuel. Failure to follow these recommendations could result in bodily harm or death.
Allow the engine to cool completely before storing inside a building, container or vehicle.
Operate internal combustion engine‐driven equipment only in well‐ventilated areas to avoid deadly carbon
monoxide build‐up and / or excessive heat due to lack of air flow. This can result in serious bodily harm or
death.
Use caution. Parts of the engine can become hot with use. Touching hot engine parts can result in bodily
harm.
Never run the engine without the flexible shaft assembly attached. With the flex shaft assembly
removed, the rotating drive shaft is exposed, which could get entangled with loose clothing, hands and
other items causing a dangerous situation.
Excessive vibration can result in numbness or loss of feeling in the hands. Stop using the vibrator if this
occurs and allow normal feeling to return before returning to the work.

Emergency Preparedness:
Know the location of the nearest fire extinguisher and first aid kit.
Know how to contact the nearest ambulance and / or Fire Department.
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